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Our project is about which product can absorb the most oil that is placed in water.  The products we’ll be using are hair, cott on, and
feathers.
Hypothesis: If we use hair, cotton, and feathers, then hair will be the best oil spill cleaner.
Methods: 1. Put 5g of the product into pantyhose, then tie into a circular shape.
  2. Dip this ino 30ml of oil and 500ml of water that have already been mixed together.
  3. Leave it there for 3 minutes.
  4. Hang it with a clothes pin for 5 days so all the water will drain or evaporate out of it and so only the oil in the product is left.
  6. Calculate how much oil has been absorbed.
  7.Repeat the trials for a total of 10 times for each product.
Results: In our first set of results we found that cotton was the best absorbent material.  Cotton had an average absorbency of 420%
of its original weight.  Feather had 195%.  And hair absorbed 93% of its original weight in oil.
Conclusion: Based upon my study, we lack support for our hypothesis because we said hair would be the best absorber, and it was
cotton.
     When I compare my results to facts in background infromation we found that cotton’s absorbency is good for picking up different
colored dyes.  During the experiment we found that cotton’s absorbency is better than hair or feathers because it almost instantly
picked up the oil.
     In assessing our study design, we see that we used the same mass of water, same mass of oil, same mass of the product in the
pantyhose, and the same amount of time in the oil spill for a good controlled experiment.
     If we were to continue our investigation of this topic, we would use other materials like paper towels, fur, or sponges.
     This is an important topic because there have been many animals that have died because of oil spills.  If a good oil spill cleaner
could be found then it would help animals and help keep the water clean.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

Our project is about the absorbency of oil by these products: hair , cotton, and feathers
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